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One piece timeline after timeskip

Some people have wondered this same thing before, and have done a lot of research on this topic. Below I've compiled a few more popular ideas about getting through time in the One Piece universe. There's a similar question asked on Reddit: How much time has passed in the One Piece world? Redditor /u/jaydoubleyoutee replied: Time in East Blue is
almost impossible to map out. The Grand Line is a little easier though. Loguetown, Reverse Mountain, and Whiskey Peak are the same day. They left Whiskey Peak on Monday. Then several days passed when they arrived at Little Garden so I guess it's been a week now. They were attacked by Wapol on day 8 and arrived at Drum on the 9th. Four days
passed and they met him 2. Five days until they arrive in Alabasta. War broke out two days later. Luffy sleeps for 3 days. They left the next day, then arrived in Jaya the same day. They arrived in Skypiea the next morning and defeated Enel a day later. So it's been like a month at the moment. They then went to Longring Longland and stayed for four days.
Three days later, they arrived at Water 7. The next day was Aqua Laguna. That night they raided Enies Hall until the next day. Luffy took a two-day break when Garp appeared. Sunny was built in three days and they left. A few days later, they went to Thriller Bark. They defeated Moriah at dawn the next day. They slept all day when Brook joined in. They left
two days later. So all this is between three and four weeks. A few more days passed when they arrived in Sabaody. Luffy was sent by Kuma and arrived at Amazon Lily the next day. He awoke from the mushrooms after a day and be friends with Hancock. Five days later, they arrived at Impel Down. The next day was war. Two weeks passed when Luffy woke
up in Marineford. So about a month has passed since they left Thriller Bark when Luffy decided to train for 2 years. After the break, it's only three days. They arrived at Fishman Island and stayed for a day. They left and went to punk Hazard. The third day is now Dressrosa Day. One comment, coincidentally by the same redditor, on this question explains the
3-day post-timeskip: Day 1: Straw Hats to Sabaody. To Fishman Island. Beat Hody and challenge Big Mom. Tea party for 4 days. It's going to take Pekoms and Tamago three days to get there. Day 2: Camie asks for holidays, so it can't be Day 1 because she was also off that day. Straw hats leave Fishman Island and ally with Law on Punk Hazard. Day 3: The
law says on Day 2 that the newspaper in the morning will have the resignation of Doflamingo. They went to Dressrosa that day. Pekoms and Tamago are still on their trip to Big Mom. Another way that people tried to determine the amount of time was the lunar cycle that Oda described in the night scenes in the manga. Here's an excerpt from Wikia's One Piece
on this issue: In One Piece, Oda depicts several moons it was discovered the progress of the stages of the moon with its own timeline of the plot and therefore it can be used as a judge for the number of days that have passed on their journey. However, from the first sighting in Syrup Village Arc (crescent waxing moon) to the start of the Amazon Lily arc
(weakened crescent moon) will only be 21 days by this tutorial. Although due to certain conditions on one of the visible stages, it can be as much as 42 days. One point that needs to be made is that we know the characters are only 2 years old, the length of timeskip. So the time spent ahead of timeskip is definitely less than a year. Based on the information
I've shared above, it's more likely to be just a few months. It definitely feels very strange when you consider how long we have been watching their journey, and I think Oda sensee agreed since he made this joke in SBS Volume 24: Q: It takes while time to pass in the manga, isn't it? Because it's a weekly thing. So, should we wait another two years for Luffy's
birthday? A: No, no, no. He has a birthday every year, just like everyone else. It's just that, in Luffy's case, every year is his 17th birthday. Doesn't that make you jealous? English source Share Sea of Survival: Super Rookies Saga The Final Sea: The New World Saga A collection of important scenes from the first 1000 chapters of the series. Canon Story Arcs
Manga can now be divided into 9 sections, following the feats of Straw Hat Pirates: The East Blue Saga, Alabasta Saga, Sky Island Saga, Water 7 Saga, Thriller Bark Saga, Summit War Saga, Fish-Man Island Saga, Dressrosa Saga, and Four Emperors Saga. Each saga is divided into smaller story loops. East Blue Saga Canon Arcs Non-Canon Arcs
Chapters Volumes 6 1 100 61 12 Romance Dawn Arc Influenced by Shanks, Luffy begins her journey to become Pirate King. At the beginning of his journey, he meets a boy named Koby who wants to become a Marine. They arrived in Shells Town, where they met corrupt Marine captain Axe-Hand Morgan, his son Helmeppo, and pirate hunter Roronoa Zoro.
Orange Town Arc Luffy and zoro's first crew member arrive in Orange Town, where they meet a thief named Nami who hates pirates. The trio make an unlikely team, fighting to liberate the town from the rule of Buggy the Clown. Syrup Village Arc After Nami teamed up with the two as their targets, the crew arrived at Syrup Village and searched for a ship to
use. There, they encountered a chronic liar named Usopp. When a devious plot is revealed, Usopp's courage is put to the test as the Straw Hat Pirates prepare for a battle with the Black Cat Pirates. Baratie Arc Usopp crew as a sniper. In search of a chef for their ship, Straw Hat Pirates goes to a sea restaurant called Baratie. However, the restaurant was
attacked by the powerful Don Krieg, who from the Grand Line and wanted to use Baratie as a ship to return. Arlong Park Arc With Sanji from Baratie joining the crew and Nami stealing the ship, Straw Hat Pirates follows her to an island under the control of pirate Fish-Man Arlong. Nami reveals that she is a member of Arlong Pirates and simply helps Straw Hat
Pirates so she can grab their gold later. But why would she follow a man like Arlong? Chapters: 27 (69-95) Episodes: 14 (31-44) Episodes: 4 (8-11) Main storyline scores: Nami officially participates; Fish-Men is introduced. Loguetown Arc After Nami officially joined, the crew traveled to the last town in front of the entrance to the Grand Line, Loguetown, where
Gold Roger was born and was killed. They will not only have to deal with a strong Marine captain, but also the previous enemy seeking revenge. Alabasta Saga Canon Arcs Non-Canon Arcs Chapters Volumes 5 1 117 74 13 Reverse Mountain Arc Crew have entered the Grand Line, but they encounter an obstacle as soon as they get in: a giant whale
swallows the entire ship. Whisky Peak Arc Led by his mysterious 9th and fourth grandmother, straw hats go to Whisky Peak, where the townspeople immediately start a party to celebrate their arrival. But there is more to this town than there appears... Little Garden Arc On their mission to take Princess Vivi to Alabasta, The Straw Hat Land in Little Garden,
which is actually a large island that remains trapped in pre-history. However, there are more dinosaurs on the island, as crews soon discovered when they met two giants who had been locked in combat for more than 100 years and four senior Baroque Works members. Drum Island Arc When Nami suffers from a deadly disease, the crew is forced to stop at
Drum Island, a kingless country trying to form a new government. Due to the actions of the previous king, Wapol, there was only one doctor left - a witch named Kureha who lived on top of the mountain. Luffy and Sanji must reach the top, but the exiled King Wapol returns to regain his country. Alabasta Arc The Straw Hats, with Kureha's assistant Tony
Chopper, finally arrive at Alabasta, which is on the brink of civil war. Vivi must reach out to the rebels and tell them the real cause behind the conflict, but Crocodile, leader of the Baroque Works and one of the Seven Lords of the Sea, will not only stand and watch. Finally, Baroque Works, marines, pirates, royal guards and rebel troops clash in a battle that will
determine the fate of the country itself. Sky Island Saga Canon Arcs Non-Canon Arcs Chapters Volumes 2 3 85 71 9 Jaya Arc Crew shed tears leaving Vivi behind and continuing their journey with Mrs. All Sunday, aka Nico Robin, joined as an archaeologist. When a ship can't likes to be falling from the sky and Log Pose starts pointing up, they go away Jaya
Island for information on the Isle of Sky. There, they meet Bellamy, a pirate who is foresuing a New Age where pirates do not dream, and a man named Mont Blanc Cricket. Skypiea Arc Riding knock up stream, the crew finds themselves in the White Sea, an ocean in the sky. Straw Hats soon discover that there was a war between the Sky people and the
natives who originally inhabited a place called the Upper Yard. They also knew the ruthless God Enel. Water 7 Saga Canon Arcs Non-Canon Arcs Episodes Volumes 4 2 139 119 15 Long Ring Long Land Arc Crew returns to the Blue Sea with gold and face from Skypiea, only to meet Foxy the Silver Fox, a pirate who challenges them to a Davy Back Fight, a
series of games where the winner takes crewmates from the losing crew. However, even after defeating Foxy, straw hats encounter an enemy they have no hope of defeating. Water 7 Arc In search of a shipwright to join the crew, straw caps land in urban thriving water 7. There, the crew disintegrated when the two members left. To make matters worse, straw
hats were framed for the assassination of the mayor of Water 7, who was also president of the galley-la shipbuilding company. They tried to find the real culprit, but they soon learned that they may have been caught on the heels of the CP9 government assassination group. Enies Lobby Arc The Straw Hats, the Franky family, and the Galley-La Company team
up to rescue Nico Robin, save Franky, and avenge Iceburg. To do this, they attacked Enies Lobby, a government stronghold where CP9 is based, declaring war on the World Government. Chapters: 56 (375-430) Episodes: 46 (264-290, 293-302 and 304-312); Episodes 279-283 are summarized. Episodes: 6 (39-44) Key plot-points: Robin re-participated; some
power for the crew was introduced (Luffy's Gears, Sanji's Diable Jambe, Zoro's Kyutoryu, Nami's Perfect Clima Tact, Usopp's Kabuto and Chopper's Monster Point); Zoro lost Yubashiri; Going Merry sank. Post-Enies Lobby Arc Resting after their ordeal on Enies Lobby, the world of Straw Hats is turned upside down as familiar faces return with unexpected
revelations for the continuity of their journey. Down the Grand Line, Shanks makes his move to protect Whitebeard's subordinate Ace from a familiar face with a terrible new power. Thriller Bark Saga Canon Arcs Non-Canon Arcs Chapter Episodes Volumes 1 2 48 59 5 Thriller Bark Arc The Straw Hats continue their adventure out into the Florian Triangle,
where they come across a strange barrel that, when open, sets off a flare. This quickly turns into a nightmare when a ghost ship directs them to the haunted island of Bark, where demons, zombies and Warlord of the Sea Gecko Moria await them. Summit War Saga Canon Arcs Non-Canon Arcs Chapter Episodes Volumes 5 1 108 132 12 Sabaody Archipelago
Arc Arrivals Line, the crew made their way to the famous Fish-Man Island. Straw hats are quickly diverted from their search when a mermaid and a talking starfish appear, and they soon find themselves saving an old enemy from a kidnapping ring. Things get worse when the Straw Hat finds itself cornered every turn with a Sea Lord, a Marine Admiral and
World Government officials. Amazon Lily Arc Kuma sends every Straw Hat pirate flying from the Sabaody Islands to different islands. This bow focuses on Luffy, who lands on an island where only women live. Luffy soon discovers that the women on the island are led by the Lord of the Sea Boa Hancock. Chapters: 11 (514-524) Episodes: 14 (408-417)
Episodes: 2 (53-54) Main plot points: Boa Hancock is introduced; Luffy knows about Ace's being killed. Impel Down Arc Victory on Hancock's beautiful heart, Luffy manages to storm Impel Down's prison, hoping to save his ace brother from the making before it sparks a final showdown between the Whitebeard Pirates and the World Government. Chapters: 25
(525-549) Episodes: 27 (422-425 and 430-452) Episodes: 3 (54-56) Main plot points: Ivankov and Jinbe are introduced; many of Luffy's former enemies escaped from prison. Marineford Arc Can't rescue Ace before he is transferred, Luffy and the group escape in the prison that followed him to Marineford. With time running out until the ace performs, the
Whitebeard Pirates and World Governments prepare their forces to clash in a battle that could dramatically change the era. Arc after World War II reeled from Whitebeard's death, causing chaos to ripple across all the Grand Line. Luffy, struggling to cope with Ace's death, remembers that he has something just as important to him: his crew. Will Straw Hats
Pirates Ever Reunite? Chapters: 17 (581-597) Episodes: 26 (490-491 and 493-516); Episodes 499 and 506 are dosing. Episodes: 3 (59-61) Main storyline score: Sabo introduced; Straw hats began their two-year training. Fish-Man Island Saga Canon Arcs Non-Canon Arcs Chapters Episodes Volumes 2 0 56 58 6 Back to Sabaody Arc Two years have passed
since the crew was detached and straw hats have been training strongly ever since. Now they are set to reunite and receive from where they left off on their journey. Chapters: 5 (598-602) Episodes: 6 (517-522) Episodes: 1 (61) Key plot points: The crew is reunited. Fish-Man Island Arc After two years, straw hats have finally begun their undersea journey to
Fish-Man Island. When a local fortune teller predicted Luffy would destroy Fish-Man Island, straw hats were accused of being criminals, and complicating matters, an alliance between Hody Jones and Vander Decken IX conspired to take over the Ryugu Kingdom. Chapters: 51 (603-653) Episodes: 51 (523-541 and 543-574) Volume: 6 (61-66) plot-points: Joy
Boy there Shirahoshi is revealed to be the current Poseidon; Luffy can hear the voice of everything. Dressrosa Saga Canon Arcs Non-Canon Arcs Chapter Episode 2 2 148 172 15 Punk Hazard Arc After entering the new world, straw hats are led to Punk Hazard by a distress call. There, they find a samurai in search of his son, run afoul of Smoker's new
Marine 2016, and join Trafalgar Law in a plot to take down one of the four emperors. As part of this conspiracy, they are tasked with capturing Caesar Clown, the mad scientist who works on the island and comes to learn about his relationships with the Underworld and its influential broker, Lord of the Sea Donquixote Doflamingo. Dressrosa Arc The Straw
Hats, Law, Kin'emon, and Momonosuke travel to Dressrosa with a captive Caesar to broker a deal with Doflamingo, destroy his SMILE Factory, and free kanjuro's samurai comrades. They quickly discover that both Doflamingo and Dressrosa are covered up with many secrets, and Law's conflict with Doflamingo quickly turns into an individual. Luffy works to
get his late brother's Devil Fruit while other straw hats encounter rebellious sparks among dressrosa's people. The alliance's efforts were further complicated when a new Marine admiral named Fujitora arrived to deal with them. Chapters: 102 (700-801) Episodes: 118 (629-746) Episodes: 11 (70-80) Main plot points: The Straw Hat Pirates are divided into 2
groups; The Straw Hat Grand Fleet was formed; Kanjuro became an ally; Sabo is confirmed to be alive; Gear Fourth was introduced. Four Emperors Saga Canon Arcs Non-Canon Arcs Episodes Volumes 4 3 199 18 Note: This is the present and a saga is ongoing, so the figures show the information is known so far. Zou Arc Straw Hats, Law, and Samurai
travel to Zou to reunite with Straw Hats and Momonosuke, who left Dressrosa early. They meet the Mink Tribe natives and discover that Sanji has disappeared after being entangled in a plot between his family and Big Mom Pirates. They also learn how Jack of the Beasts Pirates attacked Zou earlier, and the samurai reveal how much Kaido has connected to
them and to their home in Wano, leading to the formation of a new alliance. The Straw Hat then splits up again to rescue Sanji and goes to Wano. Whole Cake Island Arc Luffy's group travels to Raw Cake Island to retrieve Sanji from a political marriage between the Vinsmoke Family and the Charlotte Family. They are trapped between the hidden family
agendas, and form an alliance with Jinbe, Caesar, and fire tank pirates to take down Big Mom and save Vinsmokes. Chapters: 78 (825-902) Episodes: 95 (783-877) Episodes: 9 (82-90) Main plot points: Sanji reunited with half the crew; Jinbe joined and parted with the rest of the crew; Caesar Clown and Fire Tank Pirates become bronze temporary; Pedro
died; Cake Wednesday: Tankman and Cake Wednesday: Snakeman is the fourth cake the crew get Big Mom's Road Poneglyph engraved. Levely Arc News about straw hats mined at Totto Land is reported to the world as copyrights from around the world gather at Mary Geoise for Levely. Meanwhile, the Revolutionary Army prepares for their next move, and
Big Mom talks to Kaido about Luffy. Chapters: 6 (903-908) Episodes: 12 (878-889) Volume: 1 (90) Main plot score: Zeus is recruited without official recruitment; Im introduced; Luffy was not officially declared the Fifth Emperor. Wano Country Arc Alliance Ninja-Pirate-Mink-Samurai move their wano country, preparing for battle against Beasts Pirates.
Meanwhile, after recent Levely events, the world undergoes significant changes. Chapters: 92 (909-) Episodes: -892 (890-894, 897-906, 908-) Episodes: 8 (90-) Main plot points: Sanji reunited with the rest of the crew; Jinbe reunited with the crew; Zoro takes Shusui and gets Enma; Sanji uses his raid suit, wearing the title Soba Mask; Big Mom and Kaido
formed a coalition; The Lords system is broken. Short-Term Focused Cover Page Serials More: Cover Page and Short-Term Focused Cover Page Serials Due to the nature of the One Piece manga as a weekly series, each individual chapter has its own title page to begin the weekly shonen jump section. While most manga artists use this space either to
extend the length of the chapter with a page or to draw a one-off illustration, Oda will take the supporting characters and defeat the villain, and give them their own story loops, sometimes coincidentally with the happenings of Luffy and his crew at some point moment. Each of these stories, officially known as Short-Term Focused Cover Page Serials (短期集中
表紙連載, Tanki Shūchū Hyōshi Rensai?), or Cover Stories for a short time, lasts from 20 to 40 consecutive sections, only interrupted by the title pages. Each episode is a panel, with annot captions covering the title of the loop (given by Oda himself) and a description of what happens in the image. After each round has run its course, there is a set of normal
chapter title pages introducing each member of the Straw Hat crew, and then a new story loop is introduced. Starting just before the ninth cover round, a new segment called Where They Are Now begins, catching up with other characters from a specific loop and their current daily life before the specific story connects to the full-cover loop. While these Cover
Stories (as fans call them) are part of the canon manga story, only three have appeared so far in the anime: Buggy's Crew: After the Battle! (episodes 46-47), Diary of Koby-Meppo (episodes 68-69) and Straw Hat's Separation Serial (episodes 453-456). However, it is not often encounters caused by mini bows appear in the anime without any explanation,
including the recruitment of Jango Jango Marines. Sea of Survival: Super Rookies Saga Buggy's Crew Adventure Chronicles (シギー⼤味冒険記, Bagī Ichimi Bōken-Ki?), ch. 35-75 (28 parts, plus 2 sidestories with Richie as captain); episodes 46-47 (2 episodes). Chronicle the misadventures of Buggy as he makes his way across the sea without his limbs or
toes, and his crew as they choose a new captain. They end up (literally) in a soup hot pot. Diary of Koby-Meppo (シビメッポ奮闘⼤記, Kobimeppo Funtō Nikki?), ch. 83-119 (30 parts); episodes 68-69 (2 episodes). This followed the trials and tribulation of Koby and Helmeppo as Chore Boys in the Marine Corps after the incident involving Helmeppo's father,
and how they were captured by Vice Admiral Garp. Jango's Dance Paradise (ジャンゴのダンス⼤⼤, Jango no Dansu Tengoku?), ch. 126-172 (37 parts); 1 special (part). As Jango slowly abandoned by his crew, to his fateful meeting with Fullbody, all the way to his enlistment as a Marine. Hatchan's Sea-Floor Stroll (はっちゃ⼦の海底散歩, Hatchan no Kaitei
Sanpo?), ch. 182-228 (40 parts) Hatchan escaped from prison and traveled Although he is rejected by Octopako, the object of his affection, he finds fulfilled in operating a takoyaki stand. Wapol's Omnivorous Hurrah (ワポルの雑⾷シンザイ, Waporu no Zasshoku Banzai?), ch. 236-262 (23 batches); 1 Episode (part). Shows what happened to Wapol after he
was kicked out of drum kingdom. Although he was reduced to abject poverty, his Devil Fruit powers proved useful and he soon came to power again as the wealthy CEO of a toy company. Ace's Great Blackbeard Search (シースの黒ひげ⼤捜査線, Ēsu no Kurohige Daisōsasen?), ch. 272-305 (29 parts) According to portgas D. Ace as he searches for
Blackbeard on behalf of his captain, Whitebeard. During his travels, he bees friends with the milk girl Moda and infiltrates the G-2 Marine Base, where he can get confidential documents about Blackbeard's where-to-be, as well as help reunite Moda with her parents. Gedatsu's accidental blue sea life (ゲダツのうっか⼦⻘海暮ら⼤, Gedatsu no Ukkari Seikai-
Gurashi?), ch. 314-348 (32 parts) Shows what happens to Gedatsu Through a series of accidents and coincidences, he ends up as Goro's business partner, Koza's uncle, and helps him start a hot spring resort. Operation: Meet Baroque Works by Miss Goldenweek (ミスG‧Wの作戦名「ミーツ‧シシック」, Misu Gōruden Wīku no Sakusenmei Mītsu
Barokku?), ch. 359-413 (42 parts) Hina, while four of the most important members are sent to Impel Down for their crimes. Enel's Great Space Operations (シネルのスペース⼤作戦, Enel no Supēsu Daisakusen?), ch. 428-474 (38 parts) Enel uses his aircraft, Maxim, to finally reach the moon; which you believe is Fairy Vearth. There, he meets strange
creatures, both living and mechanical, while discovering ancient relationships with Sky People and Shandias. Independent reporting by CP9 (CP9の任務外報告, Shī-Pī-Nain no Ninmu-gai Hōkoku?), ch. 491-528 (33 parts) Shows the consequences of CP9 after being rescued by Blueno from The Buster Call After saving Rob Lucci's life on a medical island, they
are forced to bear the threat from both pirates and the government. Straw Hat's Separation Serial (旅⾏⼤すなら... ⻨わらの⼤味それぞれの冒険, Ryokō suru nara... Mugiwara no Ichimi Sorezore no Bōken?), ch. 543-560 (16 ins]. episodes 418-421 and 453-456 (8 episodes). Sanji in Kamabakka Hell - Hang in There! (サンジの地獄(カマシッカ)よ⼦お気を確か
に, Sanji no Kamabakka yori oki o tashikani?), ch. 543-544 (2 batches); episodes 419 and 454 (2 episodes): The story of Sanji's journey in the Kingdom of Kamabakka. Robin's How Terrible You People Are (シビンのひどい事す⼤わ, Robin no hidoikoto suru wa?), ch. 545-546 (2 parts); episodes 420 and 455 (2 episodes): The story of Robin in her prison at
Tequila Wolf and how she met the revolution d'revolution d'or. This Week Is No Good by Franky (フランキーの今週のおれダメだ, Franky no konshū no ore dame da?), ch. 548-549 (2 batches); episodes 418 and 453 (2 episodes): The story of Franky was sent by Bartholomew Kuma to Karakuri Island, the island of Dr. Vegapunk was born. Usopp's I'll-Die-If-
I'm-On-My-Own Disease (ウソッシの⼤じゃ死ぬ病, Usoppu no hitori ja shinu byō), ch. 550-551 episodes 420 and 455 (2 episodes): The story of Usopp in the Boin Islands, with Heracles. Chopper's I'm Not Food You Assholes (ショッパーの⾷いモンじゃねェぞシノヤシー, Choppā no kuimon ja nē zo kono yarō?), ch. 552-554 episodes 419 and 454 (2
episodes): The story of Chopper was sent by Bartholomew Kuma to the Kingdom of Turin, a kingdom ruled by giant birds. Nami's weather report (シミのウェザーリポート, Nami no Wezā Ripōto?), ch. 555-556 (2 batches); episodes 418 and 453 (2 episodes): The story of Nami, who was sent to Weatheria by Bartholomew Kuma, and learns about their
lifestyle. Brook's Lodgings and Panties Repayment (シルックの⼤⼤宿⼤パンツのご恩返⼤, Burukku no isshuku ippantsu no go'ongaeshi?), ch. 557-558 (2 batches); episodes 421 and 456 (2 episodes): The story of Brook was sent by Bartholomew Kuma to Namakura Island, a war-torn country. Zoro's Place Isn't it? What a Pain in the Ass (ゾシのあいつららこ
世話がやけ⼤, Zoro no aitsura doko da sewa ga yakeru?), ch. 559-560 episodes 421 and 456 (2 episodes): The story of Zoro, who is sent by Bartholomew Kuma to Kuraigana Island with Perona, in a crumbling island where they meet an exotic creature. The Final Sea: The New World Saga From the Decks of the World (世界の甲板から, Sekai no Kanpan
kara?), ch. 613-668 (48 parts) News of the revival of Straw Hat Pirates spread It has many allies and acquaintances of the main characters from the first chapter onwards. Caribou's Kehihihihi in the New World (カリシーの新世界ケヒヒヒ, Karibū no Shin Sekai de Kehihihihi?), ch. 674-731 (46 parts) Solo Journey of Jinbe, Knight of the Sea (ジンベシの海侠⼤
旅, Jinbē no Kaikyō Hitoritabi?), ch. 751-785 (28 parts) After Jinbe's journey after he left the Caribbean From the Decks of the World: The 500,000,000 Man Arc (世界の甲板から 5億の男編, Sekai no Kanpan kara: Go-oku no Otoko Hen?), ch. 805 The Stories of the Self-Proclaimed Straw Hat Grand Fleet (押⼤掛け⻨わら⼤船団物語, Oshikake Mugiwara Dai-
sendan Monogatari? 864-919 (46 parts) Gang Bege's Oh My Family (ギャング Gyangu Bejji no Ō Mai Famirī?), ch. 948-994 (37 parts) Anime-Only Arcs Because the One Piece manga is still going on, Toei Animation uses non-manga material If the anime catches up with the manga, Toei will have to wait for Oda to release more manga chapters, take the story
in a direction independent of the manga (as was done in Kenshin Rurouni, Elfen Lied, InuYasha and Fullmetal Alchemist), or simply end it; any of these will likely spoil the popularity of the series, and will not reflect well on Toei Animation or Oda. Therefore, additional materials are the only viable option. Unlike non-manga material in many other shows, most
One Piece subs take place in story loops independent of the main storyline, and have little to no influence on the next canon story. These loops also often include lighter fares than Oda's work, which contains more comedy, the presence of child characters and less in a dramatic way. Currently, the anime has twelve non-manga story parts: Warship Island Arc
(also known as Apis Arc): located between the East Blue saga and Alabasta. The Straw Hat Pirates try to help a mysterious girl named Apis and a Thousand Years named Ryuji, while resisting the inistodost Erik and the Marine Corps after the dragon. Post-Alabasta Arc: a series of character-centered episodes that take place right after the Alabasta Arc. Goat
Island Arc: After the arc above, the straw hat meets an old man and his goat who is said to have a large treasure, but the Marine is after his treasure too. Ruluka Island Arc: After the upper arc, the Straw Hat passes through an island under the control of a ruthless former pirate and an old man trying to unlock the secrets of a space-time warp called Rainbow
Mist. However, things start to get complicated when Luffy and the others are trapped in Rainbow Mist. G-8 Arc: Come after the end of the sky island saga. Instead of splashing into the sea, Going Merry is trapped in the closed and strongly forsought waters of a Marine base, where the crew must disperse to survive before attempting to retake their ship and
escape. Ocean's Dream Arc: follow the Long Ring Long Land arc and before the crew arrives at The Water Seven. The crew lost their memory and had to get it back before they could continue. Notably here it is the only non-manga storyline to date that is based on a One Piece video game (Ocean's Dream, released for Sony PlayStation in 2003). Foxy's
Return Arc: soon after Ocean's Dream Arc is a short two-episode sub arc describing what became of the defeated Foxy and its crew following the Davy Back Fight. After the end of the loop, there is a short transition to the meeting with Aokiji, which is handled differently in the manga. Ice Hunter Arc (also known as Lovely Land Arc): after the Enies Lobby arc,
Sunny falls into a dangerous trap on an ice island. Ambushed by the world's greatest prize money hunters, the evil Accino Family, Jolly Roger of straw hats are captured and they team up with the Phoenix Pirates, who are also victims of the Accinos, to retrieve it. Spa Island Arc: after thriller bark arc, the crew lands on Spa Island, an island dedicated to



relaxation. However, once they meet a pair of sisters searching for their father's dream, a series of events turn the relaxing island into an island of destruction. The final episode of this bow is about Brook and how he adapts to the crew. Little East Blue Arc: before Strong World (probably after Thriller Bark Arc), Straw Hat Pirates arrive at Little East Blue Island,
where they will fight against Largo and his pirates. Z's Ambition Arc: after the Fish-Man Island Arc, Straw Hat Pirates meets Lily Enstomach and fights Momonga to free her father. Then Shuzo of neo marines tries to kill him and Luffy fights him. Caesar Retrieval Arc: After the dangerous punk arc, a mysterious person manages to get on board the sunny
thousand and kidnapped Caesar Clown out of the Straw Hat Pirates, who are on their way However, the recently formed Heart Pirates and Straw Hat Pirates will need to bring Caesar back, to complete the plan to take down both Donquixote Doflamingo and Kaido. Silver Mine Arc: D. Luffy and Bartolomeo monkeys are kidnapped by the Silver Pirates Alliance,
and must escape a large fortress on a giant silver mine. Marine Rookie Arc: Sanji retrieval team ran out of food, forcing them to sneak into the Marine base on Fron Island to steal their food supplies. Cidre Guild Arc: After being targeted by the Cidre Guild, Straw Hats docked on a nearby island where they repaired and replenished Thousand Sunny. There,
Luffy meets Boa Hancock and they attack back against the society, freeing the island from their control. After the encounter with Hancock and the guild's failure, straw hats learn about the Pirate Festival. TV Specials The first four TV specials and the first summary are hour-long specials that are broadcast over the course of the series instead of a regular
episode. TV Specials years onwards are two hours long and broadcast outside the tv schedule. The 'Episode Of' special (following from films 8 and 9) is part of a series that re-escies the story loops from the manga with new animations. Recaps TV Specials Adventure in the Ocean's Navel (broadcast after episode 52): Straw Hats meet a city in the middle of a
whirlpool, called the Ocean's Navel, which is being destroyed by giant monsters. These monsters are said to protect a treasure capable of besting the desire, but in the process of defeating these guardians, the crew eventually unleashes another evil. Open the door on the big sea! A Father's Huge, HUGE Dream! (broadcast after episode 149): The crew
encountered 3 children and 2 adults, pretending to be family. As it turns out, the greatest knows the location of a large treasure discovered by his late father, and they are fleeing from a pirate with a dangerous ability. Protect! The Last Great Performance (broadcast after episode 174): This was the final performance of a great actor and playwright, but some
actors suddenly gave up. Fortunately, straw hats offer to take their place. However, the actors who quit turned out to be more than just a coincidence when they met a Marine with a grudge against the playwright. The Detective Memoirs of Chief Straw Hat Luffy (broadcast after episode 253): In an alternative reality world that took place in 19th-century Japan,
Luffy acted as a member of the secret police. This is made up of two adventures. For the first time, Buggy caused trouble in town. In the second, a mysterious girl named Vivi appears. This special contains a number of cameos from the characters throughout the entire series. As of episode 424 there are currently seven episodes in this special. Episode of
Nami: Tears of a Navigator the Bonds of Friend (aired after episode 560): The Arlong Park Arc was reinstioned and re-animated into a shorter special. More. of Luffy: Adventure in Hand Island (broadcast after episode 578): The Straw Hat Pirates arrive on a New World island, Hand Island, where they fight against Major General Bilić to liberate the island from
its typism. Also included are re-imaginings of a re-animated Romance Dawn Arc. Merry: The Tale of One More Friend episode (aired after episode 608): A special episode documenting straw hat crew's first ship Going Merry was recreated with brand new animation. The plot includes a shortened version of the Water 7 and Enies Lobby loops, from Luffy and
Usopp's war and Robin's disappearance to the crew's battle against CP9 to bring Robin back, and the crew's final farewell to the ship. 3D2Y: Overcoming the Death of Ace! Luffy's Vow to his Friends (broadcast after episode 658) : The special took place for two years before straw hats reunited on Sabaody. Luffy is currently training rusukaina to get stronger to
take on the new world. Episodes of Sabo: Bond of Three Brothers - A Miraculous Reunion and an Inherited Will (aired after episode 705): Specifically describing Sabo's childhood with Luffy and Ace, the Marineford war and his reunion with Luffy in Dressrosa from Sabo's perspective. Adventure of Nebulandia (broadcast after episode 722): Straw Hats face Foxy
again in the New World and are caught up in a Marine conspiracy to destroy them. Heart Of Gold (aired after episode 749): Straw Hat meets a girl named Olga and travels with her to Alchemi to pursue Pure Gold, but is pursued by the Marines and treasure hunter Mad Treasure. Episodes of East Blue: Luffy and His 4 Crewmates' Big Adventure: A recap of the
East Blue Saga, from the beginning until the crew entered the Grand Line. Episode of Sky Island: A summary of Sky Island Saga. Crossover The characters of the series (mostly crew protagonists) sometimes cross with other brands, and vice versa. These cross overs are considered un canon to the main series, however the characters remember their past
encounters with the same cross group. Here's a list of crossovers thus far: References Français Polski Русский 中⽂ Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Note.
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